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MESSAGE
FROM  I ISE  DIRECTOR  

The guiding question for IISE remains clear over

time: What education is essential for generational
succession globally? What this means, however,

varies widely, by person, by culture, by nation, and by

history. Post-World War II, policy attention focused

on the reconstruction of national systems. During the

post-colonial period of the 1960s, communities took

back control of their national and personal identities,

and still do. Today, education struggles to

understand the growing interdependence of the

local and the global. During each of these periods,

one simple theme was quietly omnipresent. How

does the current generation help the next one to be

successful? 

 

IISE continues to help provide needed international

infrastructure for the School of Education (SOE). This

year opened up new opportunities for IISE to explore

the values of social capital. Human and social capital

are deeply interdependent, and IISE has obligations

to both. Knowledge and skills remain essential, and

so do the relationships and support created here. We

struggle in our attempts to better understand how

to ignite engagement in an interdependent world,

especially at a time when the directions of domestic

policy winds have been increasingly uncertain. 
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This year’s highlights included learning that our

vehicles for sharing research also served as important

sources of social capital creation for the school. As an

international student said, IISE events helped

them “feel like they belong.” Consequently, this year,

efforts were made to more thoughtfully redesign

familiar formats such as research-oriented brown bag

lunches and cultural recognition events such as the

Lunar New Year.

 

This year’s events allowed for greater engagement and

more focused conversations in and around the multiple

roles for education in both local and global contexts.

They included international students and visiting

scholars, colleagues, and alumni, as well as domestic

and international partners. 

 

This year, time was an increasingly central issue,

because the histories, cultures, and the aesthetics their

voices created, could not be replaced by a presumed

timeless universality in statistical responses to moral

quandaries.  We look forward to continuing to expand

on many formats, as next year will focus on the need to

better balance the larger problems personal freedoms

and social cohesion in our generational neighborhood.

MAUREEN W. MCCLURE

DIRECTOR, IISE

2018-19 ANNUAL REPORT
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WHAT 
WE

REPRESENT

  IISE’S GOALS
ALIGNMENT WITH

PITT GLOBAL

MISSION    VISION



We support the School of Education’s

international mission as central to the

mission of the University of Pittsburgh.

I N T ERNAT I ONA L

M I S S I ONM
I
S
S
I
O
N

We team up with international networks

of faculty, students, alumni, and other

practitioners and scholars, thus enabling

real-world partnerships that generate

exceptional scholarship, quality research,

policy analysis, partnerships, and praxis

in areas related to comparative,

international, and development

education.

ENAB L I NG  REA L -

WORLD  PARTNERSH I P S

Our combined strengths enable our

colleagues to collaborate across

disciplines, languages, and cultures to

produce insights that exceed beyond

solely English-medium, mono-cultural

approaches to educational problems, for

instance, social justice.

CO L LABORAT I ON  AND

I N T ERD I S C I P L I NAR I T Y

IISE | WHAT WE REPRESENT
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IISE will expand its national and

international leadership in linking

local and global research and praxis in

education.

NAT I ONA L  AND  

I N T ERNAT I ONA L

L EADERSH I P

 

V
I
S
I
O
N   

We will convene the interested in

order to explore, address, and act on

problems in education through

networks that globally share local

knowledge and innovations.

SHAR I NG  THROUGH  

G LOBA L  NETWORK

We will strategically leverage our

resources to prepare this global

generation of students for their

generational inheritance as global

“citizens of place” and “citizens of

time.”

PREPAR I NG  THE

G LOBA L  GENERAT I ON

2018-19 ANNUAL REPORT
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PAGE 4

The University of
Pittsburgh in its Global
Plan Embracing the
World, which is aligned

with the Plan for Pitt for

the academic years 2016-

2020, recommended four
goals to orient activities
and strategies throughout
the different units, schools,

departments, and
programs. Table 1 shows
how IISE’s goals and
achievements meet the
University of Pittsburgh’s
global engagement goals.

IISE’S GOALS ALIGNMENT 

 

WITH
 

PITT’S GLOBAL GOALS

IISE | WHAT WE REPRESENT
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Goal 1: Connect
our domestic

and international

pursuits to

generate

synergies that

help strengthen

our communities.

2018-19 ANNUAL REPORT
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Table 1

IISE'S
GLOBAL
THEMES

I I S E  GOA L S  AND
ACT I ONS

Pitt to 

the World, 

the World to

Pitt

Global 

Ready

Global 

Impact

Global 

Operations 

Support

Goal 2: Cultivate
globally capable

and engaged

students toward

lives of impact in

their

communities and

beyond.

Goal 3: Convene a

global community

of researchers that

advances our

frontiers of

knowledge and

tackles real-world

problems.

Goal 4: Rewire and

improve our

infrastructure to

streamline, facilitate,

and expand

engagement with the

world.

Expand its

national and

international

leadership in

linking local and

global research

and praxis in

education.

 

Provide systematic

and strategic

outreach to SOE

students and

community

stakeholders.

Generate exceptional

scholarship, quality

research, policy

analysis, partnerships,

and praxis in areas

related to

comparative,

international, and

development

education.

 

Provide support for

broadening the SOE’s

course offerings,

research groups,

internships, and

publication

opportunities.

 

Affiliated-faculty

members offer top-

tier opportunities for

students to gain

critical global study

and hands-on

engagement.

Collaborate across

disciplines, languages, and

cultures to produce

insights that exceed

beyond solely English-

medium, mono-cultural

approaches to educational

problems.

 

Build welcoming networks

and cross-departmental

events, in order to model

gender and cultural

transformative awareness

and leadership that

cultivate fully inclusive

schools.

 

Work closely with

Admissions and

Enrollment Services

personnel to help them

become more responsive

to international students,

more confident in their

pronunciation, and

understanding of the

timelines involved in

gaining visas and other

required paperwork.

Team up with

international

networks of faculty,

students, alumni,

and other

constituents,

enabling real-world

partnerships.

 

Provide a first point

of access to our

exceptional array of

international alumni,

many of whom are

now in strategic

leadership positions

at other world-class

institutions,

Ministries of

Education, and

international

organizations from

UNESCO to the

World Bank.

Connecting 

the Local and

the Global

Preparing a

Global

Generation

Leadership in

Development

Education, 

Global 

Gendered 

and Inclusion

Network of

Networks

PITT'S
GLOBAL
THEMES

P I T T ' S  G LOBA L
GOA L S



IISE  TEAM   SPOTLIGHT

7
CORE  TEAM  MEMBERS

25
RESEARCH  ASSOC IATES

16
I I SE  AFF I L IATES

Members of the IISE community

represent different programs,

departments, and units across the

SOE, the University of Pittsburgh, and

other constituencies. Together we

bring a wide range of backgrounds,

research, management, teaching,

and cooperation in fields related to

comparative, international, and

development education (CIDE).

These support and contribute to

IISE’s mission. 

 

IISE members participate as the core

team, as research associates, as

faculty and staff affiliates, and in our

alumni network (former students,

visiting scholars, and emeritus

faculty). Together we create

opportunities for collaboration.

IISE | WHAT WE REPRESENT
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MEET 
THE TEAM

2018-19 ANNUAL REPORT
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With its 
core team, 
graduate interns,
research associates, 
and affiliates, 
IISE is a big family.



MAUREEN W. MCCLURE

Director

Maureen is the director of IISE. A former chair of

the Administrative and Policy Studies

Department (ADMPS) in the SOE, she is also

affiliated with Global Studies in the University

Center for International Studies (UCIS) and

Cultural Studies in the Dietrich School.

 

Maureen’s research focuses on education in the

generational interest. To this end, she has

worked in financially challenged environments,

locally and globally. She frames generational

succession as a “wicked” problem, needing to

encompass many different and often

contradictory viewpoints. She refers to education

for generational transition as the intersection of

both nations of place and nations of time. 

 

Much of her international work has been

directed to education in nations with crises

locally and globally. Locally, she focuses on

school finance, strategic planning, and online

learning, and has received a National Education

Finance Conference Distinguished Research and

Practice Fellow Award. Her international work as

director of the Global Information Networks in

Education (GINIE) project was supported by

USAID, UNESCO, UNICEF, UNHCR, and the World

Bank. Currently, she is focusing on the potential

for access to low cost, high quality online

education, locally and globally. 

More Information:

https://www.education.pitt.edu/people/profil

e.aspx?f=MaureenMcClure

MAUREEN K. PORTER

Associate Director

Maureen is the Associate Director of IISE. An anthropologist

of education, she studies the social construction of

“education” and situated learning in culturally-specific

communities of practice. She is affiliated to the University of

Pittsburgh Anthropology Department, the Women’s Studies

Program, and several units of UCIS, such as the African

Studies Program and the European Studies Center. 

 

Maureen’s work with communities and research has taken

her to countries as diverse as Germany, India, Perú, and

Ethiopia. Maureen’s engaged scholarship in schools,

neighborhoods, and community organizations takes place

in five priority contexts: developing place-based and

culturally-inclusive pedagogies; generating feminist

critiques of STE(A)M, educational leadership, and

international development programs; sponsoring

intercultural and international service-learning, global

competence programs, and collaborative exchanges;

fostering meaningful intergenerational community rituals;

and cultivating best practices in aesthetic education and

arts-based research design. 

 

Service learning, indigenous education, folklore, and gender

studies have been the core of Maureen’s scholarship. In

2015, she coedited the book, Indigenous Education:

Identity, Culture, and Language. Her articles, reports, and

videos have covered critical indigenous pedagogies of place

in Hawaiian context, folklife among Bhutanese immigrant

children in Pittsburgh, Ethiopian indigenous wisdom and

culture, and Smithsonian Folklife Pachamama Festival

(Peru).

More Information:

https://www.education.pitt.edu/people/profile.aspx?

f=MaureenPorter

IISE | WHAT WE REPRESENT
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JORGE ENRIQUE DELGADO 

Institutional Partnership and

Alumni Program Coordinator

Jorge is the Institutional Partnership and Alumni Program

Coordinator. He is responsible for the IISE International

Alumni Network and International Education Mapping

projects. Jorge received a BSc in Dentistry and an MA in

Education from Pontifical Xavierian University in Bogotá,

Colombia, where he was a professor until 2005. 

 

He received his PhD degree from the University of

Pittsburgh in Social and Comparative Analysis in Education

(SCAE). He now teaches Social Foundations of Education,

Latin America Social and Public Policy, and International

Education courses, and is affiliated with the Center for Latin

American Studies. 

 

Jorge’s scholarly work looks at the national and institutional

development of research in Iberic-Latin America. His case

studies and comparative analyses cover higher education

and science, technology, and innovation systems and

policy; institutional research and academic development

policy; university research trends; doctoral education; and

communication of knowledge. 

 

Jorge has served as Co-chairperson of the Higher Education

Special Interest Group (SIG) of the Comparative and

International Education Society (CIES); Co-chair of the

Education Section of the Latin American Studies

Association; and Secretary of the Communication of

Research SIG of the American Education Research

Association (currently Research Use SIG).

More Information:

https://www.education.pitt.edu/people/profile.aspx?

f=JorgeEnriqueDelgado

2018-19 ANNUAL REPORT
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DAO NGUYEN 

Managing Program

Coordinator

Dao is IISE’s Managing Program Coordinator

responsible for daily operations, administrative

procedures, and facility management. Dao holds a

BA in English Teacher Education from Can Tho

University, Vietnam, and a Master’s in Higher

Education Management (HEM) from Boston

College. Currently, she is a Ph.D. student in

HEM and is enrolled in certificates in Quantitative

Research Methodology, Asian Studies, Global

Studies, and Gender-Sexuality & Women Studies. 

 

Dao has over 20 years of experience as

practitioner, advocate, manager, and policy-maker

in education and international relations. She was a

researcher and operations manager at the IRED

Institute of Education, Vice Director of the

External Relations Department of An Giang

Province, and a member of the National Assembly

of S.R. of Vietnam, Term XI. Dao also took part in

the cross-national projects "Instructional

Leadership in East Asia: A Cross-Cultural

Collaborative Research Study" (ILEA, Education

University of Hong Kong) and “Institutional Issues

of Private Higher Education in Vietnam and

Implications from Experience of the United

States” (Luce Foundation). 

 

Dao’s doctoral research focuses on Asian

American women in academia, a success case

study on what she calls their leadership labyrinth. 

More Information:

https://pitt.academia.edu/KarenDaoNguyen

https://www.education.pitt.edu/people/profile.aspx?f=JorgeEnriqueDelgado
https://pitt.academia.edu/KarenDaoNguyen


SHUYUNG XUE

Graduate Student Intern

IISE’s current student intern Shuyun is a second-year

student in the Master’s in SCAE at the University of

Pittsburgh. Her research topic is comparative and

international education policy. Shuyun assists IISE

through media-related projects, alumni relationships,

events, and activities.

IISE | WHAT WE REPRESENT

XI WANG 

Visiting Scholars' 

Program Coordinator

Xi has served as IISE’s Visiting Scholars program

coordinator for the last four years. She is a fifth-year

Ph.D. student in the SCAE program at the University of

Pittsburgh. Before joining IISE, Xi worked in the

International Relations Department at the American

Education Foundation, where she was responsible for

international students and teachers exchange programs

between U.S. and China’s high schools. She earned her

master’s degree from the University of Hawaii at Manoa

in Curriculum Studies. 

 

Xi's research interests include CIDE, educational

technology, MOOCs, teacher professional development,

and educational reform. Her dissertation topic is the use

of MOOCs in teachers’ professional development,

through which she aims to explore teachers’

characteristics and reasons to pursue professional

development through MOOCs and learn about their

effectiveness in meeting professional development

goals 

More Information:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/xi-wang/
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VEYSEL GOKBEL

Marketing and IT

Program Coordinator

 

Veysel is the Marketing and IT Program

Coordinator. He is responsible for the

marketing and communications at IISE.

Trained in Counseling Psychology at Istanbul

University, Veysel studied a Master’s in Higher

Education Management (HEM) and is currently

a Ph.D. candidate in Administrative and Policy

Studies at the University of Pittsburgh. 

 

He has diverse experiences in teaching,

research, and leadership at the university and

professional levels. His professional interests

include entrepreneurship and innovation,

mentoring, learning outcomes, productivity,

internationalization, HEM, and comparative

and international education. 

 

Veysel’s dissertation is titled,

“Internationalization of Faculty and Research

Productivity: Evidence from China and Brazil”

that used the Changing Academic Profession

(CAP) international dataset to examine the

relationship between internationalization of

faculty in research and academic productivity

among Chinese and Brazilian faculty

members.

More Information:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/veyselgokbel

https://www.linkedin.com/in/xi-wang/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/veyselgokbel


IISE RESEARCH 

ASSOCIATES

Research Associates include current faculty

members and Emeriti from the SOE. They support

IISE’s activities in different capacities including, but

not limited to, student and visiting scholar advising;

project design, implementation, management, and

evaluation; and geographic and thematic expertise

in CIDE.

Ariel Armony. Vice Provost for Global Affairs

Luis G. Bravo. Assistant Director for Academic

Affairs, Center for Latin American Studies

James A. Cook. Associate Director, Asian Studies

Center

Susan Dawkins. Engagement Coordinator, Ctr. for

Russian, Eastern European & Eurasian Studies 

Veronica M. Dristas. Associate Director, Global

Studies Center

Michael Goodhart. Director, Global Studies Center

Diane Hardy Saran. Associate Director,

Engineering International Programs

Michele F. Heryford. Director, Confucius Institute,

Asian Studies Center

Maja Konitzer. Program Manager, Global Studies

Center

Macrina C. Lelei. Associate Director, Global Studies

Program

Martha Mantilla. Librarian, Latin American

Collection, Hillman Library

Elizabeth S. Rangel. Director of Communications,

Learning Research & Development Center

Belkys Torres. Executive Director for Global

Engagement

Keith W. Trahan. Assistant Director, Collaborative

for Evaluation and Assessment Capacity

Sarah E. Wagner. Director, Vira I. Heinz Program

Jeffrey R. Whitehead. Director, Study Abroad

Office

Along with faculty from the SOE, IISE is supported

by faculty and staff from other units throughout

the University of Pittsburgh. Many of them are

members of Pitt community devoted to different

aspects of international education, such as area

studies, global studies, and study abroad.

IISE AFFILIATES

Current IISE Affiliates:Current IISE Research Associates:

Ellice C. Forman. Senior Fellow

Noreen Garman. Senior Fellow

Alan M. Lesgold. Senior Fellow

Seth J. Spaulding. Senior Fellow

Stewart Sutin. Senior Fellow

John Weidman. Senior Fellow

Anna Arlotta-Guerrero. Research Fellow

Byeong-Young Cho. Research Fellow

Patricia Crawford. Research Fellow

Linda T. DeAngelo. Research Fellow

Richard Donato. Research Fellow

B. Jean Ferketish. Research Fellow

Robert T. Gallen. Research Fellow

Gina A. García. Research Fellow

Amanda Joan Godley. Research Fellow

Michael G. Gunzenhauser. Research Fellow

Sean P. Kelly. Research Fellow

Mary Margaret Kerr. Research Fellow

R. Gerard Longo. Research Fellow

Jill A. Perry. Research Fellow

Cassie F. Quigley. Research Fellow

Sharon Elizabeth Ross. Research Fellow

M. Najeeb Shafiq. Research Fellow

Cynthia A. Tananis. Research Fellow

2018-19 ANNUAL REPORT
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2018
2019

WHAT 
WE HAVE
ACCOMPLISHED

IISE kicked off the new academic year (AY)
2018-2019 with a series of events under the
theme "Connect the Local to the Global."
These contributed both to the University’s
PittGlobal Initiative and to the SOE, as we
prepare our next generation of education
professionals to think and act both locally and
globally.

PAGE 50
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IISE'S ANNUAL ACTIVITY SPOTLIGHT

We have successfully delivered and organized a number of events and
activities throughout the year. Some are highlighted below along with the

details in the following pages:

IISE's International
Alumni Network

IISE Support for 
Local Forum

International Heinz
Fellowship

The Symposium 
Series

IISE Website and
Graphic Art 

Brown Bag
Lunches Program 

Mapping
International

Education 

The Diplomacy
Lab 

Visiting Scholars
Program 

The Year in IISE

2018-19 ANNUAL REPORT
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Jorge Delgado designed and initiated

an IISE International Alumni Network
with 100 members so far. International

alumni are those former SOE faculty,

visiting scholars, master’s and doctoral

students with international backgrounds,

doing work abroad and/or locally with

international components. This project is

articulated with the SOE International
Education Mapping project. With global

interconnectedness in mind, IISE’s goal is

to develop initiatives with and for its

alumni to better serve its former, current,

and future students, and enhance its

global impact.

 

The project’s initial target has been

connecting with former students

of Administrative and Policy Studies
programs (e.g., SCAE, HEM, and School
Leadership) and has been expanding to

include all the SOE departments and units.

Some majors, such as Literature,

Language and Culture and Foreign
Language Education, are international in

nature, while others like Applied
Developmental Psychology, Early
Childhood Education, Learning Sciences
and Policy, Research Methodology,
and Special Education, also attract

internationals and international education

scholars and practitioners. This project,

therefore, embraces SOE alumni from

throughout the school.

He reviewed theses and dissertations,

interacted with members of the CIES,

and asked SOE Department Chairs and

faculty for possible contacts.

 

With the support of the SOE Director of

Development, Michael Haas, frequent

messages have been sent to all alumni in

the SOE network

 

The IISE Alumni Network also used social

media (e.g., Facebook and LinkedIn) to

maintain and continue expanding

connections with former students,

faculty, and visiting scholars.

 

 

 

Jorge Delgado contacted
more than 100 SOE
alumni and invited them
to join the Network.

During this early stage of this project,

Jorge Delgado’s tracked down and

contacted more than 100 SOE alumni

and invited them to join the Network.

IISE | WHAT WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED

I ISE  INTERNATIONAL  ALUMNI  NETWORK
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ISE’s Alumni have a section in the new IISE
website that will be launched in August

2019. The site will include a directory,

individual pages, news and awards sections,

opportunities to become involved with IISE,

information about career opportunities, and

alumni spotlight.

 

With strong support from Dean Valerie
Kinloch, IISE hosted a special reception at

its major international and national scholarly

annual conference, CIES, in April 14-18. More

than 40 alumni attended to meet old and

new friends.

 

Thank you very much for such excellent work organizing, coordinating and

accommodating all of us from Pitt at CIES. This was the conference I have

enjoyed the most in my recent professional career. And you all have a lot to

do with it. The Pitt Pod! What a brilliant idea! I have benefitted so much

from that designated spot. It allowed me to sit and reflect, bring colleagues

and connections colleagues for brief meetings, discussions and also for

meaningful catch ups between sessions! Thank you and till next time!

Special thanks to Maureen McClure, Maureen, K. Porter, Jorge Enrique

Delgado, Dao Nguyen.

IISE also hosted at CIES the “Pitt Networking

Pod," a small gathering place in the lobby of

the conference hotel area for students,

faculty, alumni, and friends. The Pod’s

innovative space for networking was

applauded by many Pitt alumni and friends.

Otgonjargal Okhidoi, a Pitt alumni posted
on Facebook:

 

IISE organized a special panel to

honor a former colleague and CIES

President (1965), the late Professor
Don Adams, for his major

contributions not only to Pitt, but

also to the field of international

development education.

Participants in the panel, “Quality
and Qualities in Development
Education: Don Adams’ Life-long
Contribution to Theory and
Practice” were colleagues, current

and former IISE professors, and

alumni: David W. Chapman, Mark
Ginsburg, Catherine Cornbleth,
David Plank, Esther E. Gottlieb,
Simona Popa, and Maureen
McClure.

2018-19 ANNUAL REPORT
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INTERNATIONAL HEINZ

FELLOWSHIP

IISE SUPPORT FOR LOCAL

FORUM

We worked with Jerry Longo and Pitt’s

regional Superintendents’ Forum (April 10-

12) to help design a retreat at the Oaklander.

It focused on international and global issues

in education affecting regional students and

schools. This work will continue to be

developed, thanks both to Professor Longo

and the University of Pittsburgh’ SOE, and

the Grable Foundation.

This spring, IISE worked with UCIS’
Global Studies and African Studies to

award an International Heinz
Fellowship to Mercy Jematia
from Kenya. Mercy, a top student from a

language minority community in

Western Kenya, will enter the SOE’s

SCAE master’s degree program, where

she will work on issues of language

policy and community outreach. Dean

Kinloch agreed to house the

international Heinz Fellows in her office,

with support from IISE.

This was a big year for the website,

especially in the spring semester, as we

shifted IISE's website platform from off-

shore to the University of Pittsburgh’s

platform. We are also revising our social

media strategy, in order to better

provide global audiences access to IISE-

related research and opportunities for

better research, mentoring, and alumni

networking. Veysel Gokbel has played a

key role as both a graphic artist and web

designer in transitioning IISE’s website

to a University platform. This required a

major redesign. He designed all of the

posters and invitations for IISE events.

IISE also had two interns, Casey Talay
and Shuyun Xue, who worked closely

with Veysel during Spring 2019 to

improve planning for IISE’s social media

channels

IISE WEBSITE AND GRAPHIC

ART

During Fall 2018, Spring, and Summer 2019,
IISE hosted four Symposia. The Symposium

Series is an established activity in IISE. This

year it continued to be strengthened, both in

quality and quantity. The series was designed

to enhance our shared understanding of

national and global problems through place-

situated local and temporary solutions. This

can help avoid the problems created by “one

size fits all” approaches. Here we recognize

local points of view, and want to help those in

diverse local contexts share globally. Over the

years, it has developed into a vehicle for IISE’s

visiting scholars to share the work they have

been doing with faculty counterparts,

predominantly in the SOE. Dao Nguyen has

played a key role in planning and organizing

the Symposium Series along with her day-to-

day operational support at IISE.

THE SYMPOSIUM

SERIES
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VISIT ING  SCHOLARS ’  

BROWN  BAG  LUNCHES  

PROGRAM

IISE, for the first time we know of, held

a Brown Bag Session with Visiting
Scholars every two weeks, when possible.

All of IISE’s visiting scholars, as well as IISE

staff and friends, were invited to share with

each other their research interests and

projects they were working on with their

US faculty counterparts. We learned early

on of the need to make this activity

available in order to encourage the mutual

exchange of both professional and cultural

life. From this, initial ideas for future

collaboration between Pitt and other

institutions were ignited.

I like the idea because

everybody (visiting scholars)

can get together to share their

recent research works and we

can learn a lot from each

other…It is also a good

opportunity to practice spoken

English…We might need to

invite more friends/students

from different areas related to

education so that we can share

more ideas and their

studies. (Tingting Liu, Visiting

Scholar from Central China

Normal University, China)

Thanks to the positive feedback from the

visiting scholars, IISE will continue this

activity in the coming AY 2019-2020,

expanding invitations to SOE faculty and

graduate students.

The “Brown Bag” is one of my most important achievements in

IISE. It has established a platform for effective communication

for visiting scholars and teachers. It has surpassed the barriers

of traditional tutor system and let us discuss issues in different

research fields. And to express my own views, “Brown Bag” has

brought more inspiration to our research. 

(Mingzhe Cui, Visiting Scholar from Jilin University, China)
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THE  DIPLOMACY  LAB :  

U .S .  DEPARTMENT  OF

STATE ,  GLOBAL  IMPACT

THROUGH  RESEARCH

AND  GOVERNANCE

ENGAGEMENT

For many decades, the University of

Pittsburgh has been one of the major

players in fields related to comparative,

international, and development

education (CIDE). The works of former,

current, and emeritus professors such

as Clementina Acedo, Donald
Adams, Noreen Garman, Mark
Ginsburg, W. James Jacob, Maureen
McClure, Roland Paulston, Maureen
Porter, John Singleton, Seth
Spaulding, Stewart Sutin, John
Weidman, and John Yeager, collectively

have been transformational to

educational scholarship and praxis

worldwide. Foreign Language
Education and Literature, Language
and Culture are other fields in which

contributions of Pitt professors

like Richard Donato, Ellice Forman,
and Amanda Godley have had an impact

in the interactions of the global and the

local.

Only about 25 US colleges and

universities are registered to bid on no-

funds opportunities for student and

faculty researchers to work with the US

State Department on projects

submitted by US embassies globally.

This spring, Director Maureen
McClure, with support from the

Administrative and Policy Studies

Department Chair, Professor Najeeb
Shafiq, successfully prepared a

research proposal, “From Research to
Revenue: US Best Practices in
Connecting Educational Institutions
with the Market” that was submitted

to the US Embassy, Athens. The

proposal won the bid and will start up

during the summer term.

MAPPING  

INTERNATIONAL

EDUCATION

This project looks at Pitt’s education presence in international education
throughout the history and in present times. Jorge Delgado is developing a

strategy to map IISE’s archives. Besides looking at theses/dissertations and

connecting former professors, visiting scholars, and students to the Alumni

Network, Jorge is reaching out to current students and faculty to learn about their

international networks, areas of expertise, interests, research, and work. Information

gathered for the mapping project is being added to IISE’s website as we gain

new Research Associates and Affiliates and will be essential to construct the

SOE’s international education maps. Mapping will allow us not only to learn where

we come from and where we stand but also where we will go to work with and

better serve our various constituencies: Pitt’s students, visiting scholars, and alumni,

as well as practitioners and scholars around the world.
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19%
increase in the number

of applications for IISE's

Visiting Scholars

Program in 2019

compared to 2018. 

39%
decrease in the

acceptance rate for

IISE's Visiting Scholars

Program in 2019

compared to 2018.

IISE’S VISITING SCHOLAR 

PROGRAM

Throughout the AY 2018-2019, IISE closely

worked with various faculty,

administrators, staff, and offices to connect

12 visiting scholars from Mainland China,

Pakistan, Germany, and Korea with finding

faculty counterparts, with completing all

the application process, and with

providing working space and access to

university resources. 

 

Compared to 2017-2018, the visiting

scholars in AY 2018-2019 had a wider range

not only of origin, but also of professional

research interests. The Visiting Scholars’
Program over the past academic year

could have not be accomplished without

the support of Xi Wang, IISE’s Visiting

Scholars Program Coordinator. She played

a critical role in designing clear and

transparent protocols for visiting scholar

applicants to adjust to shifting

requirements. SOE faculty, the University

and SOE senior staff, as well as the IISE

team worked to help visiting scholars find

faculty counterparts; complete application

procedures, including research-related

interviews in English; and other related

paperwork, leading up to and during their

appointments in IISE.
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0 25 50 75

Number of applicants - 

Number of acceptances - 

Acceptance rate - 

Our Total Visiting Scholars - 

2017-2018 2018-2019

26 31

10 7

38% 23%

21 18

TABLE 2: CHANGE IN IISE'S VISITING SCHOLARS BY YEAR

In terms of quantity, the application rate went up, increasing by 19.2 percent. From

the beginning of Fall 2018, IISE worked closely with the Office of Export Control

Services (OEC) to make sure each new incoming visiting scholar finished a formal

background check through the OEC online system. This is also required by the

University for compliance with related laws and regulations at the national level

(Table 2). Next are the tables summarizing details of IISE’s senior visiting scholars

from Fall 2018 to the Summer 2019 (Table 3), visiting graduate students (Table 4),

and potential new visiting scholars and graduate students (Table 5).
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TABLE 3. 

SENIOR VISITING SCHOLARS AY 2018-2019
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Weizhong Cai Associate Professor, 
Department of Social Service

Shandong University, 
China

Maureen 
McClure

“Civic Education Between 
US and China: 
What Can We Learn from 
A Cross-Cultural
Perspective?”

Name
Position, 

Department/Institute
Institution, 

Country
Faculty 
Sponsor

Research Topic

Bao Fang
Associate Professor, 
Foreign Language Department

Guangxi University 
of Chinese Medicine,
China

Sean 
Kelly

“College Teachers' Scientific
Research Achievements: An
Evaluation Between China
and the USA”

Changgyoon 
Park

Associate Professor, 
Department of Korean 
Language Education

Daegu National 
University of Education,
Korea

Byeong-
Young 
Cho

“Communication-centered
Shared Reading: Developing
and Implementing Story
Reading and Listening
Programs”

Werner 
Schönig

Professor, 
Department of Social Service

Catholic University of 
Applied Sciences 
Cologne Campus, 
Germany

Maureen K. 
Porter

“Typologies and
Classifications Connecting
Social Issues and Social
Policy”

Yaojiang 
Shi

Professor, Center for 
Experimental Economics 
in Education

Shaanxi Normal 
University, 
China

M. Najeeb 
Shafiq

“Human Capital Reserve and
Economic Development in
China”

Lunxuan 
Sun

Lecturer, 
School of Education

Tianjin Normal 
University, 
China

Maureen 
McClure

“Private Tutoring's Impact on
Junior High School Students'
Performance in China: Fast
Lane or Placebo Effect”



TABLE 4. 

VISITING GRADUATE STUDENTS AY 2018-2019

Zhen Chen
PhD Candidate, 
Education Economics 
and Management

Northeastern 
University, 
China

Linda 
DeAngelo

“The Construction of Natural
Science Assessment
Doctoral Admission Selection
Index System Based on
Personality Traits Analysis”

Name
Position, 

Department/Institute
Institution, 

Country
Faculty 
Sponsor

Research Topic

Mingzhe Cui
PhD Candidate, 
School of Administration

Jilin University, 
China

Maureen K. 
Porter
 & Jorge E. 
Delgado

“A Study of the Development
Pattern of American
Entrepreneurial Universities
with Theoretical Perspectives
of Resource Dependence”

Sisi Guo
PhD Student, 
School of Public 
Administration

Jilin University, 
China

Maureen 
McClure & 
Jorge E. 
Delgado

“Research of American
Education Policies from a
Social Justice Perspective”

Mehwish 
Jabeen

PhD Candidate, 
Department of Education

Pir Mehr Ali Shah-Arid 
Agriculture University 
Rawalpindi, 
Pakistan

Maureen 
McClure

“Crisis Management in
Schools of the Punjab: An
Exploratory Study of Factors
Affecting Strategies’
Planning”

Tingting Liu
PhD Candidate, 
National Engineering 
Research Center for 
E-Learning

Central China 
Normal University, 
China

Alan 
Lesgold

“Research on Smart
Education Based on Video-
Image Intelligent Analysis
Technology”

Ruixue 
Yuan

PhD Candidate, 
Economics and 
Management of 
Education

Renmin University, 
China

M. Najeeb 
Shafiq

“Education Development 
for Developing Countries”
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TABLE 5. VISITING PROFESSORS AND GRADUATE

STUDENTS FOR FALL 2019
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Liangyu 
Chen

Lecturer and Postdoc, 
School of Public 
Management

University of 
Electronic 
Science and 
Technology 
of China, China

Jorge E. 
Delgado & 
Maureen 
McClure

“Research on the
Improvements of Teachers’
Professional Action Abilities
in Top-ranking
Undergraduate Education
Programs”

Name
Position, 

Department/Institute
Institution, 

Country
Faculty 
Sponsor

Research Topic

Yushan 
Zhu

Associate Professor, 
School of Education

Jiangsu Normal 
University,
China

Jean 
Ferketish

“A Comparative Study of
Social Participation in
University Governance
between China and USA”

Xia Wang
Associate Professor,
School of Western 
Language

Mudanjiang 
Normal 
University,
China

Linda 
DeAngelo

“A Comparative Study of
General Education between
American and Chinese
Colleges and Universities
from the Perspective of Path,
Contents and Orientation”

Yaqun 
Chao

PhD Candidate,
Institute of International 
and Comparative Education

Beijing Normal 
University,
China

Maureen 
McClure & 
Jean 
Ferketish

“Beliefs and Development of
Tenured Faculty
Under  Post-Tenure Review
in the US”

Tingting Liu
PhD Candidate, 
National Engineering 
Research Center for 
E-Learning

Central China 
Normal University, 
China

Alan 
Lesgold

“Research on Smart
Education Based on Video-
Image Intelligent Analysis
Technology”

Yan 
Wang

PhD Candidate,
Higher Education 
Research Institute

East China 
Normal University,
China

Linda 
DeAngelo

“Professional Life of the
International Faculty in
Mainland Chinese
Universities”

Note: One visiting professor, Xiaoli Li, from Inner Mongolia Medical University has confirmed that she is unable to come due to
funding issues. This leaves five visiting scholars.



AN

INTERNATIONAL

HUB FOR

VISITING

SCHOLARS

Starting in the Fall 2018, we set up a

separate working area for IISE’s

newest group over last year, senior

visiting scholars. Although common

in the past, for the first time in recent

years, IISE’s Visiting Scholar
Program was marked by the

participation of five senior visiting

scholars. While doing their research

projects at IISE, these senior

professors discussed prospective

collaborations between their

institutions and the University of

Pittsburgh in research and other

educational exchanges.

IISE
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FIRST  SYMPOSIUM

On  September  14 ,  2018 ,  the

first  symposium  of  the  year

shared  two  research

presentations .  This

symposium  was  co-

sponsored  with  UCIS, Asian
Studies, and  Global
Studies.

THE  YEAR  IN  IISE :  

SEPTEMBER  2018  TO  JUNE  2019

KICKOFF  FOR

INTERNATIONAL  WEEK

On  October  11 ,  2018 ,  I ISE  led

a  PittGlobal  event   "Education is
Global"  as  a  kickoff  for

International  Week .  Maureen
Porter  coordinated  the  event .  It

was  designed  as  a  showcase  of

international  opportunities  for

students  interested  in  education

around  the  world .  It  was  co-

sponsored  with  UCIS  and  its  Study

Abroad  programs .  The  SOE  Dean
Valerie Kinloch  attended ,

inaugurating  the  event .
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"Private Tutoring's Impact on
Junior High School Students'
Performance in China: Fast Lane
or Placebo Effect?" 
 

by Dr. Lunxuan Sun   from Tianjin
Normal University (China)
 

SOE counterparts:  Najeeb Shafiq
and Maureen McClure .
 

Surprising results from this
exploration into “big data” led to a
research paper. Dr.  Lunxuan’s
work is currently under review at
the International Journal of
Education Development .

"Research on Endowed Chairs in
American Top Research
Universities" 
 

by Huimin Chen  from Beijing
Normal University (China)
 

SOE counterpart:  Jean Ferketish .  
 

This work is intended to influence
higher education funding policies
in China.



COFFEE  BREAK

SPONSORHIP

Maureen Porter continued to

sponsor her annual Pumpkin
Carving party. 

 

Jean Ferketish regularly

invited international students

into her home for dinner.

IISE, with support from the Dean’s

Office, worked with the Center for

Russian, East European, & Eurasian

Studies to sponsor the Coffee Break

at the Central Eurasian Studies
Society’s 19th Annual Conference at
the University of Pittsburgh on October

24-28, 2018. This event gathered

multidisciplinary international scholars

whose work is based on the region.

IISE also attended to the information

booth during the event time.

P R I S M A  I N C .

PUMPKIN  

CARVING  PARTY

On November 8, 2018, the second symposium featured the research
presentation, "Considerations on Typologies and Classifications with a
Focus on Social Work and Social Policy" by Prof. Dr. Werner Schönig
from Catholic University of Applied Sciences (Germany). He was also IISE's
Senior Visiting Scholar, working with Maureen Porter. This symposium was
co-sponsored by the School of Social Work, UCIS, European Studies, and
Global Studies.

SECOND  SYMPOSIUM

IISE's Visiting Scholars learned about American Thanksgiving culture at

Maureen McClure's home on November 22, 2018. It was the first time for them

to enjoy this special cultural celebration.

THANKSGIVING  CULTURAL  CELEBRATION
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IISE strongly supported social and

cultural engagement activities for

international students and scholars.

This year it hosted the second
annual Winter Tea Party on

December 13, 2018. This was a good

opportunity for SOE faculty and

staff who worked closely with IISE

over the semester, visiting scholars,

and doctoral students to get

together. 

 

The guests were surprised by the

presence of Professor Emeritus
Seth Spaulding, a founder (1965) of

the International Development

Education Program, now known as

IISE. He was invited and surprised

by IISE's celebration of his 90th

birthday. IISE's legacy has been

built on his significant

contributions in various national

and international roles:  as the

former Director of the UNESCO

International Bureau of Education

in Geneva, Switzerland (from 1983-

1986); as the UNESCO Director of

the School and Higher Education

Department in Paris (from 1968-

1973); as the founder of (IDEP) at

the University of Pittsburgh; and as

one of key figures in establishing

Pitt’s UCIS.

ANNUAL  WINTER  

TEA  PARTY
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IISE's team members and visiting

scholars had fun on a field trip to the
2018 Annual Tree and Neapolitan
Presepio Display and Lunch at the
Carnegie Museum of Art on December

19, 2018.

FIELD  TRIP

On February 5, 2019 (the first day of Lunar

New Year), IISE hosted Lunar New Year’s
Spring Festival with traditional Asian food,

music and vocal performance, and mehndi

painting. It provided an opportunity for

SOE faculty, staff, and students to learn

about Asian culture in celebrating Lunar

New Year. Our visiting scholars also had a

chance to connect with the larger SOE

community.

LUNAR  NEW  YEAR ’S  

SPRING  FESTIVAL

A Conversation about “The Role of
Education for Our Global Education”

with the SOE Dean Valerie Kinloch and

the Global Studies Center Director,
Michael Goodhart, took place

on February 19, 2019. The purpose of the

conversation was to open new

conversations about ways to cooperate.

One result was the awarding of an

international Heinz fellowship to Mercy

Jematia in the SOE.

A  CONVERSATION  ON  THE

ROLE  OF  EDUCATION



THIRD  SYMPOSIUM

Dean Kinloch worked closely

with James Cook, Associate
Director of Asian Studies, UCIS,
and IISE, to establish a partnership

with Beijing Sport University
and Shaanxi Normal University
(SNU, China). The IISE Symposium
on March 21, 2019, noted above,

was the first result of her trip.

SUPPORTING  GLOBAL  

PARTNERSHIP

“Crisis Management in
School of the Punjab,
Pakistan: An Exploration
Study of Factors
Affecting Strategic
Planning” 
 

by Mehwish Jabeen from

Pir Mehr Ali Shah-Arid

Agriculture University

Rawalpindi (Pakistan)

 

SOE counterparts:

Maureen McClure and
Mary Margaret Kerr.

FOURTH  SYMPOSIUM

On March 21, 2019, the third

symposium marked the first event

of a new partnership developing

between SNU and the University

of Pittsburgh’s SOE. Professor Wu
Hewen, Associate Dean of SNU’s
SOE, was invited to present

“Education Trends in China.” Dean

Kinloch had earlier initiated a

cooperative conversation with

SNU. The Dean’s invitation event

was co-sponsored with IISE,

PittGlobal, and Asian Studies.

On June 20, 2019, the fourth symposium featured three research

presentations as the last scholarly event of the year:

“The Construction of
Natural Science
Assessment Doctoral
Admission Selection
Index System Based on
Personality Traits
Analysis”
 

by Zhen Chen from

Northeastern University

(China)

 

SOE counterparts: 

Linda DeAngelo
and Maureen McClure.

“Chinese Higher
Education Research Hot
Topics and Frontiers.
2009-2018 Bibliometric
Analysis of CNKI
Database” 
 

by Mingzhe Cui from Jilin

University (China) 

 

SOE counterparts:

Maureen McClure
and Jorge Delgado.
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“Our symposium had really great
atmosphere. Every audience showed
their sharp mind and asked me many
good questions. It helped me rethink
my study, provided me with an
opportunity to have feedback from my
peers and mentors. It was a big reward
for all the speakers.”

Lunxuan Sun

"I found the symposium very interesting due
to the great many parallels between our

institutions. It was a real sense of stumbling
across a parallel universe. It helped me to

expand network and some fruitful
discussions. It is a great source to gather like-

minded individuals from across the country
or across the globe, to learn, discuss

thoughts, network, share ideas, create new
ideas, and to ignite motivation."

Mehwish Jabeen

34
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2019
2020

WHERE
WE ARE
GOING
The year 2017-2018 focused on
transition and stabilization. This past
year, 2018-2019, both experimented
with new activities and laid an
infrastructure for future growth.  Next
year, 2019-2020, moves toward more
creative partnership opportunities for
both scholarship and exploring
opportunities for continuing
professional development.
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PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

Complete the Diplomacy Lab project with US Embassy in Athens.
1

A possible 2020 summer program for professional development

in HEM with SNU.2

Form a research working group on development education

which may consider how to better build human, social, and

cultural capital in more interdependent ways.

3

Consider revenue creation activities- brainstorm the creation of

certificates in International and Global Education,  inquire with

the Henry Luce Foundation regarding Visiting Scholars Program

and research projects.

5

Consider reigniting conversations over development education.

For example: 1) “local knowledge” as curricula (e.g., Farmer

Smarts); 2) institutional, regional development; 3) the personal

voice in shared development; 4) generational inheritance; and 5)

open resources and online education.

 

Continue strengthening human, social, and cultural capital

through our Alumni Network, Visiting Scholars’ Program, new

and ongoing university partnerships, Brown Bags and

Symposia, mapping of SOE’s national and international

activities.

 

Explore a virtual Advisory Board (carryover from last year), a

panel series related to Conversations about Entrepreneurship

in Education, access to IISE archives, and a CIES 2020 panel

with the alumni around Pitt’s contributions to the field of

CIDE.

4

When possible, experiment with formats related to scholarship,

social media, and the arts. This includes short essays,

photography contests, a YouTube channel, periodical

publications, like a short-article journal for practitioners.

6
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CONCLUSION :  BROADENING  OUR  VIEWS  OF

EDUCATION  FOR  OUR  GLOBAL  GENERATION

IISE provides a “commons”  for conversations about

education-sector topics critical to the success of current

and future generations in an increasingly

interdependent world. The education of generations is,

by necessity, a public endeavor. It cannot be privatized. 

 

This growing international and global interdependence

requires us to be more thoughtfully “fluent” in multiple,

sometimes incommensurable, points of view. For

example, scholarly quests for “authoritative certainty”

may fail before the prevailing contradictions created by

individual beliefs, cultural choices, and public opinions.

Here the dynamic conversations of moral philosophy,

history, culture, and the arts can help us recognize and

map the “pervasive uncertainty” generated by the

inherently diverse personal experiences of everyday life.

This uncertainty, created by divergent points of view,

cannot be written off as an error term. Convergence

may not be possible, but here the creative arts can

thrive.

 

Advances in communications technologies today have

been disrupting the traditional conceits of hierarchy,

authority, and access. Today, both ministry of education

researchers and child advocates, working directly from

their desktops, can bypass all kinds of hierarchies by

networking internationally, face-to-face, and in real

time. Classrooms have also, for years, communicated

directly with each other, both regionally and

internationally. More recently, big data can help explain

greater nuance in behaviors.

 

By Maureen W. McClure
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The
education of
generations

is, 
by necessity, 

a public
endeavor. 

It cannot be
privatized.



Today, some researchers identify global problems in

search of local solutions. Others share globally, creative

solutions to local problems. National education policy

interests increasingly need to account for the multiple

issues of interdependence that technologies bring to the

field.

 

Let us look at the past. Some of the classic articles in the

development education literature from the nineteen

seventies were expressly based on moral concern for

public responsibilities. Today, this approach might be

questioned because of its measurability problems.

Wouldn’t it make sense to add to our scholarly repertoire

some of these older forms of conversations? It’s about

time. This retro-scholarship may help us better map the

uncertain and risky world unfolding before us.

 

Our more complicated, interdependent worlds need new

descriptions, practices, and forms of dialogue. Personal,

social, and rights-based identities have opened up new,

more complex, and necessary vistas for education. In

addition, a paramount concern for social cohesion

remains at the core of public investments in education.

 

Our fields are moving from an unreliable confidence in

the permanence of solutions towards a greater respect

for the centrality of personal agency, voice, and its

accompanying uncertainty. Our personal rights to

independence and freedoms may sit in contradistinction

with our complex and interdependent, institutional

relationships. Please join our imperfect conversations as

we, members of Club Life, the world’s most exclusive

club, fumble our way into the future.
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our imperfect
conversations

as we,
members of
Club Life, the
world’s most

exclusive club,
fumble our

way into the
future.
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